EACA Guidance on

Brand Safety &
Empowering Quality Media

1. How to advertise responsibly in times of
conflict
Brands are understandably concerned about the safety and suitability of media outlets and
content during this crisis, given the huge attention it is receiving. While it is important for
brand safety measures to be implemented, this should be done responsibly. Often, these
measures can be implemented bluntly, causing harm to quality media, while not being as
effective as possible on brand safety and suitability.
In this crisis, it is more important than ever that advertising continues to fund quality,
independent journalism, and to allow the public to be kept informed about events.
Hence, EACA strongly advises you to reassess your supply based on the quality of the
information provided, and if necessary, remove your ad spent on media outlets that do not
meet these standards. Hereafter, you may find a series of best practices to adopt:

Avoid

Avoid

Pausing spend on media brands/
quality journalism outlets, including
local, regional and international titles
– this will hurt quality outlets when we
need them the most.

The ongoing conflict in Ukraine poses serious challenges
for media and communications agencies. It is crucial
that agencies continue to support quality journalism,
demonetise dis- and mis- information and implement
targeted and effective brand safety measures.
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Instead

Instead

Use resources like AdsForNews.org
to develop robust inclusion lists –
supporting quality outlets that pose no
threat to brand safety.
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In this short guidance, EACA’s Media Quality Task Force
outlines how to take a responsible approach to brand safety
during this conflict and how best to tackle misinformation
and disinformation.

Keyword blocking. Everyone is
reporting on the conflict – not
everything should be demonetised. Do
not use blunt keyword blocking (e.g.
Ukraine, Crimea, Russia etc..) as this
would block all content featuring these
words – positive or negative.

Review current campaigns and media
plans. A key part of this exercise
should be considering creative tone –
use common sense to establish what
would appear insensitive and what
would be harmless. If it is harmless, it
can safely monetise quality content.
If pausing your media, have clearly
defined conditions that have to be met
for a re-launch. We do not know when
this conflict will end hence the need to
be agile. Avoid blanket considerations.
Certain markets may be more involved,
than others.

Work with 3rd party verification
partners to better understand and use
semantic avoidance technology. Where
available, utilise the GARM Brand
Safety & Suitability Framework. This is
far more effective than keywords and
much more targeted.
Partner up with 3rd party factcheckers and partners like
NewsGuard, GDI, Storyzy to develop
robust exclusion lists to avoid
misinformation and propaganda
There are certain domains, pages
and accounts that should never be
monetised.
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2. Re-assessing your risk-avoidance strategy based
on the evolution of the conflict

3. Additional considerations to counter mis- and
disinformation

The military conflict started
will stop. It is important to
avoidance strategy. As the
and public discourse when

In this crisis, we are confronted with the large-scale dissemination of false and misleading
content, either unintentionally (misinformation) or deliberately misleading (disinformation).
Regardless of the intention, both are misleading and capable of causing harm. The spread
of such content is one of the most pressing issues in the digital space and this crisis has
demonstrated the real threats it poses.

in the last week of February. At this time, it is unclear when it
continuously assess public sentiment and to re-assess the risk
conflict evolves, we are likely to see heightened new cycles
key events occur (e.g. peace negotiations, a major battle etc.).

The public sentiment/risk assessment matrix below should help these conversations.
It aims to weight news coverage vs public sentiment, which may levitate between
heightened public sensitivity due to some form of engagement in the conflict (e.g.
geographical proximity, accepting refugees) or regular public sensitivity to a conflict.
Relative social calm
regular public discourse/sentiment

CONSIDER RESTRICTED RISK
TOLERANCE SETTINGS

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Expand topic/category exclusions
and put additional stewardship in
place
Avoid social environments lacking
brand safety controls
Increase verification avoidance
settings

Continue to align with client risk
tolerance
Standard brand safety and
stewardship protocols
Continue to monitor, filter, block per
client risk tolerance

Global/regional news coverage

National/local news coverage

EXECUTE LOW RISK
TOLERANT STRATEGY

CONSIDER RESTRICTED RISK
TOLERANCE SETTINGS

Apply maximum verification and
avoidance settings across all
channels
Restrict/pause social media
Restrict/pause hard news
Assess areas of adjacencies to news
content within schedule

Expand topic/category exclusion and
put additional stewardship protocols
in place
Avoid social environments lacking
brand safety controls
Increase verification avoidance
settings

Media Vetting: Apply thorough vetting to the media you are buying. Look at the quality
of content, measurement availabilities, work with partners to understand their historical
performance and standing when it comes to brand safety/suitability.
Search: Consider adding a small number of additional keywords to your search exclusion
list. It may appear distasteful to show an ad for a product while people are looking to learn
about civilian casualties; remember that transliterations of Ukrainian and Russian names vary,
so you should include all permutations (e.g., Kiev/Kyiv; Zelensky/Zelenskiy/Zelenskyy).
Social: Engage with the platforms and understand the measures they have taken in response
to this crisis. All have made changes to their content moderation and monetisation policy. It
will be down to brands to decide the level of risk they want to take, and as usual, the risks,
as well as the controls vary greatly from platform to platform. We also recommend reviewing
influencer activity during this crisis.
Broader Media Quality Best Practices: Work towards defunding disinformation,
alongside practices to ensure media quality in general. Examples include supply path
optimisation (SPO), inventory vetting, battling for greater transparency.
Industry Group or Initiatives Collaboration: Work with appropriate industry groups
or initiatives that specifically target misinformation and disinformation. Working within an
initiative or contributing to an industry group helps not only to share education and insights,
but collaboration to tackle these topics is essential.
Here is what you can do:
Join and get involved with WFA’s GARM initiative to develop and promote common industry
standards and definitions
Consider signing the EU’s Code of Practice on Disinformation when it is published. This is a
voluntary self-regulatory code drafted by major platforms, EACA, WFA, IAB Europe as well
as fact-checkers, content verification providers and others.

The advice outlined in these guidelines applies broadly. As each company is different, suitability
needs may differ from one case to another and should always be assessed individually.
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Heightened public sensitivity
Indirect engagement in the conflict
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Contributors to this document include:

For more information, please contact:
Alexis Bley
Public Affairs Manager, EACA
alexis.bley@eaca.eu
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